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Original Program P

improved Program P’

)
FIG. 1. A simple example of code motion.

To insure that P’ is semantically equivalent to the original program P, we require
that if node w is the movept of t, then:
R1. All control paths from the start node s to loc(t) contain node w.
R2. The computation is possible at node w; i.e., all quantities required for the
computation must be properly defined at node w.
R3. The computation must be safe at w; thus if an error occurs in a particular
excecution of P’, an error must also have occurred in the corresponding
execution of the original program P.
Observe that the nodes satisfying R1 form a chain, called a dominator chain, from s
to loc(t). The birth point of text expression is the first node on this chain that satisfies
R2. We show in 17] that if the program P is interpreted within the arithmetic domain,
the problem of computing birth points exactly is recursively unsolvable, so we must be
content with computable approximations. Reif [17], and Reif and Tarjan [19] give
algorithms for computing such approximations. The algorithm of [19] requires an
almost linear number of bit vector operations for all control flow graphs to compute an
approximation BIRTHPT(t) to the true birth point. We assume BIRTHPT(t) is
contained on all paths from the start node s to loc(t).
The first node on the dominator chain from BIRTHPT(t) to loc(t) which satisfies
restriction R3 is called the safe point of t. Section 3 discusses an approximation to the
safe point, called SAFEPT, which may be computed in an almost linear number of bit
vector operations, given an efficient test for safety of code motion (we rely on a global
flow algorithm by Tarjan [24] for this). Unfortunately, known algorithms (including
Tarjan’s) for testing safety of code motion are efficient only on a restricted class of flow
graphs which are called reducible (see [9]).
Let us continue the formulation of the code motion problem. We add a further
restriction"
R4. The movept of must not be contained on a control cycle avoiding loc(t).
Let M1 consist of all nodes occurring on the dominator chain from SAFEPT(t) to
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loc(t) that satisfy R4. We choose movept(t) from the nodes in M1 based on the following
goals:
G1. movept(t) is to be located on as few control cycles as possible.
G2. As few control paths as possible may contain movept(t) and reach the final
node j in V without passing through loc(t) (we assume j is reachable from all

nodes).
The above goals conflict, for to satisfy G 1 we would choose movept(t) earlier in the
dominator ordering than we would if we were to also satisfy goal G2.
We consider two formulations of code motion. In the first formulation we stress.G 1
and in the other we stress G2. Let ME be the set of nodes in M1 which also satisfy the
restriction"
R5. All control paths from the movept of to the final node f must contain loc(t).
Note that ME is not empty since loc(t) ME. For 1, 2 let
MI those nodes in M which satisfy R4 and are contained in the minimum
number of control cycles
and let movept(t) be the batest node in M relative to the dominator ordering of G
More general formulations of code motion have been described in [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], 16], including the movement of code to several nodes (rather than to a single node),
the movement of code to nodes occurring after (rather than before) loc(t) in the
dominator ordering of F, and code movement combined with common subexpression
elimination. Previous formulations of code motion [6], [7] similar to ours require lq(l)
(the "big omega" notation denotes a lower bound in the worst case; see [14]) operations
per node in the flow graph, or a total worst-case time cost of lq(l n).
The next section defines the relevant digraph terminology. Section 3 presents an
algorithm for computing SAFEPT, using Tarjan’s algorithm for testing safety of code
movement. Section 4 reduces the first version of code motion to the computation of
SAFEPT and a pair of functions C1 and C2 related to the cycle structure of flow graphs.
We show that the function C1 suffices to solve the second type of code motion; in this
formulation we avoid testing for safety of code motion. Sections 5 and 6 present
algorithms for computing the functions C1 and C2 over certain domains in an almost
linear number of bit vector operations. The algorithm for computing C2 requires a
special function DDP; in 7 an algorithm, restricted to reducible flow graphs, is
presented which computes DDP in O(mo(m)) bit vector steps. We conclude in 8 with
a graph transformation (similar to those described in ([6], [2]) which improves the
results obtained from the two versions of code motion and in certain cases simplifies our
algorithms for computing C1 and C2.

2. Graph theoretic notions. A digraph G (V, E) consists of a set V of elements
called nodes and a set E of ordered pairs of nodes called edges. The edge (u, v) departs
from u and enters v. We say u is an immediate predecessor of v and v is an immediate
successor of u. The outdegree of a node v is the number of immediate successors of v and
the indegree is the number of immediate predecessors of v.
A path from u to w in G is a sequence of nodes p (u vl, v2,
Vk W) where
(vi, vi+l) E for all i, 1 _-< < k.
The path p may be built by composing subpaths:

,

p

(Vl,""", /)i)" (/)i,""",

The path p is a cycle if u w. A path is simple if it contains no cycles.
A node u is reachable from a node v if either u v or there is a path from v to u.
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A flow graph V, E, s) is a triple such that V, E) is a digraph and s is a distinguished
node in V, the root, such that s has no predecessors and every node in V is reachable
from s.
A digraph is acyclic if it contains no cycles. If u is reachable from v, u is a decendant
of v and v is a ancestor of u (these relations are proper if u v). Immediate successors
are called siblings. An acyclic flow graph T is a tree if every node v other than the root
has a unique immediate predecessor, the parent of v. T is oriented if the edges departing
from each node are oriented from left to right.
The preordering of oriented tree T is defined by the following algorithm (see also
Knuth 13]).
ALGORITHM A.
INPUT An oriented tree T with root s.

OUTPUT A numbering of the nodes of T.
begin
procedure PREORDER(w):
begin
if w is unnumbered then
begin
k := k+l;
Let w be numbered k;
for all siblings of w from left to right do
PREORDER(u);
end;
end;
Initially all nodes are unnumbered;
k:=0;

PREORDER(s);
end.
Given a preordering, we can (see [20]) test in constant time if any particular pair of
nodes is in the ancestor relation. A postordering is the reverse of a preordering.
Let G (V, E, s) be an arbitrary flow graph. A spanning tree of G is an oriented
tree ST rooted at s with node set V and edge list contained in E. The edges contained in
ST are called tree edges, edges in E from descendents to ancestors in ST are called cycle
edges, nontree edges in E from ancestors to their descendants in ST are forward edges,
and edges in E between nodes unrelated in ST are cross edges.
A special spanning tree of G, called a depth-first search spanning tree is constructed
by a linear time algorithm by Tarjan 20] and has the property that if the nodes
are preordered by the algorithm above, then for each cross edge (u, v), v is preordered
before u.
A node u dominates a node v if every path from the root to v includes u (u properly
dominates v if in addition, u v). It is easily shown that there is a unique tree DT, called
the dominator tree of G, such that u dominates v in G iff u is an ancestor of v in DT. The
parent of a node in the dominator tree is the immediate dominator of that node. Figure 4
illustrates the dominator tree of the flow graph of Fig. 3.
The cycle edges are partitioned by their relation in the dominator tree DT.
(a) A-cycle edges are cycle edges from a node to a proper dominator.
(b) B-cycle edges are cycle edges between nodes unrelated on the dominator tree.
G is reducible if each cycle p of G contains a unique node dominating all other
nodes in p. Programs written in a well-structured manner are often reducible. Various
characterizations of reducibility are given by Hecht and Ullman [9]; in particular they
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show that:
THEOREM 2. G is reducible iff G has no B-cycle edges.
Lengauer and Tarjan give in [15] a test for reducibility requiring an almost linear
number of elementary steps.
3. Approximate safe points of code motion. Text expression is safe at node w if
no new errors of computation are induced when
is relocated to node w. To
approximate the safe point of we require a good method for determining if is safe at
particular nodes.
A text expression is dependent on a program variable if that variable occurs within
the text of (this need not imply functional dependence). The text expression is
dangerous if there exists some assignment of values to the variables on which is
dependent which induce an error in the computation of t. For example, an expression
with a division operation is dangerous, since an error occurs if the divisor evaluates to
zero. Following Kennedy [12], we say that there is an exposed instance of text
expression on a simple (acyclic) control path p if there is some text expression t’
located in p, with the same text string as t, and such that no variable on which is
dependent is defined at any node in p occurring after the first node of p and before
loc(t’). For each node w let SAFE(w) consist of all text expressions which are not
dangerous plus all dangerous text expressions which have an exposed instance on every
simple control path from w to the final node f.
THEOREM 3.1. (due to Kennedy [12]). If w occurs on the dominator chain from
BIRTHPT(t) to loc(t) and SAFE(w) then is safe at node w.
Proof. Let P’ be the program derived from P by relocating the computation of to
node w. If there is an error resulting from the computation of on control path p in the
modified program, then since
SAFE(w) the error would also have occurred
(although somewhat later) in the execution of the original program on control
path p. [3.
Recall the parameters n- IVI, m IEI, and
the number of text expressions.
Tarjan [24] presents an algorithm for solving certain general path problems, and which
may be used to compute SAFE in a number of bit vector operations almost linear in
m / if the program flow graph is reducible. Also, Graham and Wegman [8] and Hecht
and Ullman [10] give algorithms for computing SAFE with time cost often linear in
+ m, but with worst case time cost O(l + m log(m)) and f(l + n2), respectively.
Let loc(t) be the node where text expression is located. To approximate the safe
point of t, we take SAFEPT(t) to be the first node w of the dominator chain from
BIRTHPT(t) to loc(t) such that SAFE(w).
Let IDOM map from nodes in V-{s} to their immediate dominators in G. For
each w N, let EARLY(w) consist of those text expressions with BIRTHPT(t)= w
plus, if w s, all EARLY(IDOM(w)) SAFE(IDOM(w)). Let LATE(w) be the set
of all text expressions tSAFE(w) such that w dominates loc(t). Intuitively, if
EARLY(w) then is defined at w but may not be safe at w. On the other hand, if
LATE(w) then is safe at w but may not be defined at w.
LEMMA 3.1. SAFEPT(t) w iff EARLY(w) f’l LATE(w).
Proofi Clearly, for each node w on the dominator chain from BIRTHPT(t) to loc(t),
e LATE(w) iff SAFEPT(t) dominates w. Hence, for each node w on the dominator
chain following BIRTHPT(t) to SAFEPT(t), if eEARLY(IDOM(w)) then since
t SAFE(IDOM(w)), e EARLY(w). Also for any w on the dominator chain following
SAFEPT(t) to loc(t), SAFE(IDOM(w)), so t EARLY(w). Thus w SAFEPT(t)
iff w dominates SAFEPT(t) and SAFEPT(t) dominates w
iff
EARLY(w) (’1 LATE(w). [-I
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Lemma 3.1 leads to a simple algorithm for computing SAFEPT. EARLY is
computed by a preorder pass through the dominator tree DT and LATE is computed by
a postorder (i.e., reverse of the preorder of 2) pass through DT.
ALGORITHM B.
INPUT Control flow graph G (N, E, s), the set of text expressions TEXT,
BIRTHPT, and SAFE.
OUTPUT SAFEPT.
begin
declare LATE, EARLY as arrays of length n [V[;
declare SAFEPT as an array length l;
Compute the dominator tree DT of G;
Number nodes in V by a preordering of DT;
forw:= lton do
L1. EARLY(w) := LATE(w):= the empty set { };
for all text expressions TEXT do
L2. add to EARLY(BIRTHPT(t)) and LATE(loc(t));
for w := 2 to n do
L3. EARLY(w):= EARLY(w)U(EARLY(IDOM(w))-SAFE(IDOM(w)));
for w:=nby-lto ldo
begin
for all siblings u of w in DT do
L4. LATE( w LATE( w LI LATE(u );
comment Apply Lemma 3.1;
for all EARLY(w) LATE(w) do
L5. SAFEPT(t):= w;
end;
end.
We assume that a bit vector of length may be stored in a constant number of words
and that in a constant number of bit vector operations we may determine the first
nonzero element of a bit vector (this is not an unreasonable assumption since most
machines have an instruction for left-justifying a word to the first nonzero bit).
THEOREM 3.2. AlgorithmB is correct and requires O(max{ma(m), l}) elementary
and bit vector operations.
Proo] The correctness of Algorithm B follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. The
dominator tree DT may be constructed by an algorithm by Lengauer and Tarjan 1 5 in
time almost linear in rn IEI, (if G is reducible, an algorithm due to Hecht and Ullman
1 0] computes DT in a linear number of bit vector operations). Steps L1, L2, L3, L4, L5
each require a constant number of elementary and bit vector operations and are
executed O(n), 0(l), O(n), O(n), 0(l) times, respectively. Since G is a flow graph,
rn => n 1. Hence, the total time cost of Algorithm B is O(max{rna (m ), l}) bit vector
operations. 71
4. Reduction of code motion to cycle problems. For an arbitrary flow graph
(V, E, s) and w, x s V such that w dominates x in G, let Cla(w, x) be the latest
node, on the dominator chain in G from w to x, which is contained on no w-avoiding
cycles. Similarly, let C2(w, x) be the first node, on this dominator chain, which is
contained on no x-avoiding cycles. See Fig. 2.
LEMMA 4.1. For nodes x, y V such that y dominates x, let M be the list of nodes on
the dominator chain from y to x and contained on no x-avoiding cycles, let w be the first
element of M, and let M’ those nodes in M contained in a minimal number of cycles.

G
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FIG. 2. Examples of some dominator chains from w to x (with cycle edges dashed).

Then Cl(w, x) is the latest node in M’ relative to the dominator ordering of G.
Proof. Observe that C1 (w, x) M; for otherwise C1 (w, x) is contained on a
x-avoiding cycle which also contains w, a contradiction with the assumption that w M
is contained on no x-avoiding cycles.
Suppose p is a cycle containing Cl(w,x) and avoiding some y
M {C 1 (w, x)}. If y properly dominates C1 (w, x) then since w dominates y, p is
w-avoiding, a contradiction with the assumption that Cl(w, x) is contained on no
w-avoiding cycles. Otherwise, if y is properly dbminated by Cl(w, x), then since y
dominates w, p is x-avoiding, contradicting the assumption that C1 (w, x) M.
Suppose Cl(w, x) properly dominates some z M’. If z is contained on no
w-avoiding cycles, then z dominates Cl(w, x) by definition of C1, a contradiction. If z
is contained on a w-avoiding cycle, then so is Cl(w, x), a contradiction. 71
Let G V, E, s) be the control flow graph. Our first variation of code movement,
moveptl, may be described in terms of C1, C2, and SAFEPT.
THEOREM 4.1. For each text expression t,

movept(t)

CI(C2(SAFEPT(t), loc(t)), loc(t)).

Proof. Clearly, any node on the dominator chain from SAFEPT(t) to loc(t) satisfies
RI-R3. Recall that M1 consists of those nodes on the dominator chain from SAFEPT(t)
to loc(t) which satisfy R4; i.e., they are contained on no control cycles avoiding loc(t).
By definition of C2, w C2a(SAFEPT(t), loc(t)) is the first node in M1 relative to the
domination ordering in G. Hence by Lemma 4.1, movept(t) Cla(w, loc(t)) is the last
node of M relative to the domination ordering.
From the control flow graph G (V, E, s) we derive the reverse control flow graph
G (V, En, f) which is a digraph rooted at the final node f V and with edge set ER
derived from E by reversing all edges. Gn is assumed to be a flow graph; so every node
is reachable in Gn from f.
LEMMA 4.2. If x dominates y in G, y dominates z in G, and z dominates x in GR, then
y dominates x in GR and z dominates y in GR.
Proof (by contradiction). Suppose there is a y-avoiding path p in G from f to x.
is a path in G. Since
Since z dominates x in G, pl must contain z. The reverse of p,

p,
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x dominates y in G, there must be a y-avoiding path p2 in G from s to x. Composing p2
and
we have a path in G from s to f which contains z but avoids y. But this
contradicts our assumption that y dominates z in G. Hence, y dominates x in
Similarly, we may easily show that z dominates y in GR. l-1
THEOREM 4.2. If W dominates x in G and x dominates w in G, then C2(w, x)

p,

CI (x, w).

Proof. It is sufficient to observe by Lemma 4.2 that the dominator chain from w to x
is the reverse of the dominator chain from x to w in GR. The symmetries in the
G
in
definition of

C2 and C1 then give the result.

Let HPT(t) be the first node on the dominator chain of G from BIRTHPT(t) to
loc(t) which is dominated by loc(t) in the reverse flow graph GR. It is useful to observe
that is safe at HPT(t) since there is an exposed instance of on every path from HPT(t)
to f. For each w V let H(w) be the first node, on the dominator chain in G from the
start node s to w, which is dominated in GR by w. H may be computed by a swift scan of
the nodes in V, in preorder of the dominator tree of G by the following rule:
H(w) H(x) if w dominates x in GR, where x is the immediate dominator of w in G,
and otherwise H(w) w.
HPT is given from H by the following easy-to-prove lemma.
LEMMA 4.3. HPT(t)= H(loc(t)) if BIRTHPT(t) dominates H(loc(t)) in G and
otherwise HPT(t) BIRTHPT(t).
The next theorem expresses movept2 in terms of C1 and HPT.
THEOREM 4.3. For all text expressions t,

movept2(t)

CI(CIR (loc(t), HPT(t)), loc(t)).

Proof. Recall that M2 is the set of nodes v MI which satisfy restriction R5: That all
control paths from v to f contain loc(t).
We claim that w C2(HPT(t), loc(t)) is the first node in M2 relative to the
dominator ordering of G. Since is safe at HPT(t), SAFEPT(t) dominates HPT(t), and
so w is clearly an element of M2. If there exists some w’ M2 which properly dominates
w, then since w’ satisfies restriction R5, loc(t) is contained on all paths from w’ to f,
which implies that HPT(t) dominates w’, a contradiction.
By Theorem 4.2, w=C2(HPT(t), loc(t))=Cl,(loc(t), HPT(t)). Hence,
movept2(t)=Cl(w, loc(t)) is the last node in M relative to the domination
ordering.
The next two sections describe how to compute CI and C2 efficiently.

5. The computation of CI. Let G (V, E, s) be an arbitrary flow graph with the
nodes of V numbered from 1 to n VI by a preordering of some depth-first search
spanning tree ST of G. For certain w, x V such that w dominates x in G, we wish to
compute Cl(w, x); recall from 4 that this is the last node on the dominator chain
from w to x which is contained on no w-avoiding cycles.
For w n, n 1,.
2 let I(w) be the set of !! x V contained on a cycle of G
consisting only of descendants of w in ST, and such that x is not contained in any
I(u)-{u} for u > w. The sets I(n), I(n 1),
1(2) are related to the intervals of G
(see [1]) and may be computed in almost linear time by an algorithm of [21].
Let IDOM(x) give the immediate dominator of node x V-{s}.
LEMMA 5.1 (due to Tarjan [21]). For each w V-{s} and x el(w), IDOM(w)
properly dominates x.
Proof (by contradiction). Suppose the lemma does not hold; so there exists a
IDOM(w)- avoiding path p from the root s to x. But by definition of I(w), there exists a

,

,
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cycle q, avoiding all proper ancestors of w in ST and containing both w and x. Since
IDOM(w) is a proper ancestor of w in ST, q avoids IDOM(w). Hence, we can construct
from p and q a IDOM(w)-avoiding path from s to w, which is impossible. El
Our algorithm for computing C1 will construct, for each w V, a partition PV(w)
of the node set V. Initially, for w n, PV(w) consists of all singleton sets named for the
2 let J (w) consist of I (w) plus all nodes
nodes which they contain. For w n, n 1,.
in V contained on a w-avoiding cycle and immediately dominated by some element of
I(w). Then PV(w 1) is derived from PV(w) by collapsing into w all sets with at least
one element contained in J (w) { w }.
For w, x V such that w dominates x, let g(w, x) be the name of the set of PV(w) in
which x is contained.
LEMMA 5.2. g(w, X) is an ancestor o] x in ST and if w > 1, IDOM(g(w, x)) properly
dominates x.

,

Prool By induction on

w.
Basis step. For w n, g(w, x) x and so IDOM(g(w, x))= IDOM(x) properly
dominates x.
Inductive step. Suppose, for some w > 1, the lemma holds for all w ’-> w. Consider
some x V such that w dominates x.
Case 1. If g(w 1, x) g(w, x) then the lemma holds by the induction hypothesis.
Case 2. If g(w 1, x)= w then in PV(w), g(w, x) contains some y J(w)-{w}.
First we show that w is an ancestor of y in ST and IDOM(w) properly dominates y. If
y I(w)-{w}, then w is an ancestor of y in ST by definition of I(w), and IDOM(w)
dominates y by Lemma 5.1. Otherwise, suppose y(J(w)-I(w))-{w} so y is
immediately dominated by some y’ I(w). Hence y’ is a proper ancestor of y in ST and
by definition of I(w), w is an ancestor of y’, so w is an ancestor of y’ in ST. By Lemma
5.1, IDOM(w) properly dominates y’, and hence IDOM(w) also properly dominates y.
Since the set g(w, x) of PV(w) contains 3, g(w, x)= g(w, y). By the induction
hypothesis, g(w, x) g(w, y) is an ancestor of both x and y in ST. We have shown that w
is an ancestor of y in ST. Since w < g(w, x), w is a proper ancestor of g(w, x) in ST, so w
is also an ancestor of x in ST.
We claim that IDOM(w) properly dominates g(w, x). If not, there would exist an
IDOM(w)-avoiding path p from the root s 1 to g(w, x). IDOM(w) is an ancestor of w
in ST and g(w, x) is not an ancestor of w, so g(w, x) is not an ancestor of IDOM(w) in
ST. Also, since g(w, x) is an ancestor of y in ST, there is a IDOM(w)-avoiding path p’ of
tree edges from g(w, x) to y. Composing p and p’, we have a IDOM(w)-avoiding path
from s to g(w, x), which is impossible since we have previously shown that IDOM(w)
properly dominates y. Hence, IDOM(w) properly dominates g(w, x). By the induction
hypothesis, IDOM(g(w,x)) properly dominates x, and so IDOM(w) properly
dominates x. l-q
THEOREM 5.1. Considerany x, w Vsuch thatw dominates x. If x is contained in no
w-avoiding cycles then g(w, x) x and otherwise g(w, x) is the highest ancestor o]x in ST
such that IDOM(g(w, x)) properly dominates x and all nodes, on the dominator chain
following IDOM(g(w, x)) to x, are contained in w-avoiding cycles.
Proof. (sketch). If x is contained in no w-avoiding cycles in G then x cannot be
< x and so in this case g(w, x) x.
contained in l(w’) for w < w’=
Otherwise, consider the case where x is contained in some w-avoiding cycle.
Suppose some node w’ on the dominator chain following IDOM(g(w, x)) to IDOM(x)
is not contained in a w-avoiding cycle. Then the set g(w’, x) of PV(w’) is not merged
into w’ in PV(w’- 1), so g(w’, x) g(w’- 1, x) w’. Furthermore we can show that for
g(w, x)+ l; g(w’, x)J(y) so g(w’, x)= g(y, x) y. Hence
y w’, w’- l,
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g(w’, x) g(g(w, x), x) g(w, x). Since g(w, x) is the name of a set of PV(w), g(w, x) is
not merged into any other set of PV(g(w,x)),PV(g(w,x)-l),...,PV(w), so
g(g(w, x), x) g(w, x), and we have a contradiction.
Finally, suppose IDOM(g(w, x)) is contained in some w-avoiding cycle p. Each
such path p must contain a unique node wo which dominates IDOM(g(w, x)) and no
node in p properly dominates wo. Choose some such p with wo as late as possible in the
dominator ordering; i.e., as close as possible to IDOM(g(w, x)). Then we can show that
g(w, x) J(w)-{wo} and so g(w, x) is merged into wo in PV(w 1), which is impossible (since g(w, x) is the name of a set in PV(w)). [3
COROLLARY 5.1. Let w, x V such that w dominates x in G. 1]:x is contained in no
w-avoiding cycles then Cl(w, x) x. Otherwise, Cl(w, x) IDOM(g(w, x)).
Proof. If x is contained in no w-avoiding cycles then, by definition, Cl(w, x) x.
Otherwise, suppose x is contained in some w-avoiding cycle. By Theorem 5.1, all nodes
in the dominator chain following IDOM(g(w, x)) to x are contained in w-avoiding
cycles, so Cl(w, x) properly dominates g(w, x). Hence, IDOM(g(w, x)) is the last
node in the dominator chain from w to x which is contained in a w-avoiding cycle and
we conclude that Cl(w, x)= IDOM(g(w, x)).
We require the disjoint set operations’
(1) FIND(x) gives the name of the set currently containing node x.
(2) UNION(x, y): merge the set named x into the set named y.
The algorithm for computing CI is given below.

ALGORITHM C.

INPUT Flow graph G (V, E, s) and ordered pairs (w, x),..
each w dominates x.
OUTPUT Cl(w, xa),
Clo(Wl, Xl).

,

begin
declare SET, BUCKET, FLAG to b arrays length n IV[;
Compute the depth-first spanning tree ST of G;
Number the nodes in V by preorder in ST;
Compute the dominator tree DT;
or x :=1to n do
begin
SET(x) := {x};
BUCKET(x) := the empty set { };
FLAG(x) := FALSE;
end;
for := 1 to do add Xi to BUCKET(w/);
for w := n by-1 to 1 do
begin
for all x BUCKET(w) do
begin
if FLAG(x) then
C1 a (w, x) := the parent of FIND(x) in DT;
else Cl(w, x):= x;
if w > 1 then
begin
Compute I(w) by the algorithm of [21];
if I (w) is not empty then
begin
for all y s I(w) do

, (Wl, Xl) such that
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begin
z := FIND(y);
if NOT FLAG(z) then
begin
D: for all x IDOM -l(z) do
if FLAG(x) then

UNION(FIND(x), w);
FLAG(z) := TRUE;
end;
if z w do UNION(z, w);
end;
end;
end;

end;
end;

THEOREM 5.2. Algorithm C correctly computes C1G(W1, Xl),
C1G(Wl, Xl) in
time almost linear in m + l.
Proof (sketch). We may show by an inductive argument that on entering the main
loop on the (n + 1- w)th iteration:
(1) FIND(x) gives g(w, x);
(2) FLAG(x) iff x is contained in a w-avoiding cycle, and then apply Corollary 5.1
to show the correctness of Algorithm C.
ST, DT, and I(n), I(n 1),.
I(2) may be computed by the algorithms of [20],
[15], [21] in time almost linear in m-IEI. The other steps of Algorithm C clearly
require a linear number of elementary and disjoint set operations. These set operations
may be implemented in almost linear time by an algorithm analyzed by Tarjan [22]. El

.,

6. The computation of C2. The first formulation of code motion was shown to
reduce to a number of subproblems including the calculation of the function C2; recall
that for flow graph G
V, E, s) and each w, x V such that w dominates x, C26(w, x)
is the first node on the dominator chain from w to x which is not contained on any
x-avoiding cycles. For such w, x let a path from x to w, which avoids all proper
dominators of x other than w, and which is either a simple (acyclic) path or a simple
cycle (a cycle containing no other cycles as proper subsequences), be called a dominator
disjoint (DD) path. Let DT be the dominator tree of G.
Our algorithm for computing C2 will require a function DDP such that for each
x V, DDP(x)= x if x s or there is no DD path from IDOM(x), and otherwise
DDP(x) is the first node y on the dominator chain from the root s to x such that there
exists an x-avoiding DD path from IDOM(x) to y.
LEMMA 6.1. If DDP(x) properly dominates x then all nodes on the dominator
ordering from DDP(x) to IDOM(x) are contained on an x-avoiding cycle. Otherwise,
DDP(x) x and IDOM(x) is contained on no x-avoiding cycles.
Proof. If DDP(x) properly dominates x, then let p be a DD path from IDOM(x) to
DDP(x). ,Since DDP(x) dominates IDOM(x), there is an x-avoiding path p’ from
DDP(x) to IDOM(x). Hence p p’ is the required x-avoiding cycle.
On the other hand, suppose DDP(x)= x s and IDOM(x) is contained on an
x-avoiding cycle q. Let q’ be the subsequence of q from IDOM(x) to some node z
immediately dominating x, and containing no other proper dominators on x. Then q’
is a DD path, so DDP(x) properly dominates z, implying that DDP(x)x,
contradiction.
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LEMMA 6.2. Let z Vhave at least two siblings and be contained on a cycle avoiding
some sibling of z in DT. LetXl(X2) be a sibling of z with DDP value earliest (latest) in the
dominator ordering. Then ]:or each y which is properly dominated by z, DDP(xl) is a
dominator o]’ DDP(y); furthermore, if y x2 and y is a sibling of z then DDP(y)=
DDP(xl).
Pro@ Suppose z is a proper dominator of y, but DDP(y) is a proper dominator of
DDP(xl). Then DDP(y) y so there is a DD path p from IDOM(y) to DDP(y). Let x’
be a sibling of z which is not a dominator of y. Let p’ be a simple x’- avoiding path from z
to y. Composing p’ and p, we have an x’-avoiding DD path from z to DDP(y). But this
implies that DDP(x’) is a proper dominator of DDP(xl), contradicting the assumption
that Xl has DDP value earliest in the dominator ordering. Hence, DDP(y) is dominated
by DDP(xa).
Suppose y x2 and y is a sibling of z. Since z is contained on a cycle avoiding some
sibling of z, there must be a DD path/ from z to DDP(x a). If/ avoids all siblings of z in
DT, then we have our result; DDP(y) DDP(x 1). Otherwise, let S be the last node in/5
which is a sibling of z. Let/a be the subsequence of/7 from S to z. For any x’ V- {S},
let p2 be a x ’- avoiding simple path from z to S. Composing/1 and p2, we have a
x ’- avoiding DD path from z to DDP(xl). Hence, DDP(x’)= DDP(xl). If S x2 then
y S so we have DDP(y)= DDP(xa). On the other hand, if S x2 then DDP(x2)=
DDP(xl). Since DDP(y) dominates DDP(x2), we again have DDP(y)= DDP(xl). [3
Let DT be the dominator tree of G with the edges oriented so that for each node
z V contained on a cycle avoiding some node immediately dominated by z, the
left-most sibling of z in DT has DP value at least as late in the dominator ordering as the
other siblings of z (by Lemma 6.2, the remaining siblings have the same DDP), and
number V by a preordering of DT.
For each x V-{r}, let K(x) consist of (1) the set of nodes contained on the
dominator chain from DDP(x) to IDOM(2) plus (2) the immediate dominator of
DDP(x) if it is contained on a DDP(x)-avoiding cycle.
Let PV’(1), PV’(2),..., PV’(n) be a sequence of partitions of V such that:
(a) PV’(1) partitions V into unit sets, each set named for the node which it
contains.

.,

n let PV’(x) PV’(x 1) if DDP(x) x. Otherwise, let PV’(x)
(b) For x 2,.
be derived from PV’(x-1) by collapsing each set containing an element of K(x){IDOM(x)} into the set containing IDOM(x) in PV’(x 1) and then renaming this set to

IDOM(x).
For w, x e V such that w dominates x, let h (w, x) be the name of the set containing
w in PV’(x).
THEOREM 6.1. I1 W is contained in no x-avoiding cycles, then h(w, x)= w and
otherwise h w, x) is the last node on the dominator chain ]rom w to x such that all nodes
occurring up to and including h(w, x) on this chain are contained on x-avoiding cycles.
Pro@ Let (w =yl,. Yk X) be the dominator chain from w to x.
Suppose w is not contained on an x-avoiding cycle. Consider some node yi on this
dominator chain following w. If DDP(yi) dominates w then by Lemma 6.1, w is
contained in an x-avoiding cycle, a contradiction. Thus w K(yi)-{yi-1} and w is not
h(w, Yk)-- h(w, x).
collapsed into Yi-1, SO W h(w, ya)
Otherwise, suppose w is contained on some x-avoiding cycle. Assume there is a
node yi, on the dominator chain following w to h (w, x), which is not contained on an
x-avoiding cycle. By Lemma 6.1, DDP(y/) yi. Then h(w, yi) properly dominates y, so
there is some y-I h(w, yi) on the dominator chain from yi to w such that DDP(y)
dominates h (w, yi). By Lemma 6.1, yi is contained on an x-avoiding cycle, a contradic-

,

tion.
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Finally, assume h(w, x) w and let yi be the first node following h(w, x) on
the dominator chain from w to x. Suppose yi is contained on an x-avoiding cycle.
Then by Lemma 6.1, DDP(y) properly dominates y. Since h(w,x) w, h(w,x) is
contained on an x-avoiding cycle, so h(w,x)K(yi+a)-{y} and hence h(w,x)
is merged into y, contradicting our assumption that h(w, x) is the name of a set in

eV’(x).
COROLLARY 6.1. For w, x V such that w dominates x, if w is contained on no
x-avoiding cycles then C2(w, x)= w and otherwise, C2(w, x) is the unique node
dominating x and immediately dominated by h(w, x).
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 6.1.
Our algorithm for computing C2 will require the usual disjoint set operations
UNION and FIND plus the operation RENAME(x, y), which renames the set x to y.
ALGORITHM D.
INPUT Flow graph G (V, E, s), DDP, and ordered pairs (Wl, Xl),’’’, (Wl, xt)
such that each wi dominates xg.
C2G(wI, Xl).
OUTPUT C2G(Wl, xa),
begin
declare SET, FLAG, BUCKET to be arrays length n
Compute the dominator tree DT of G;
[or all z V such that z has a sibling x in DT with
DDP(x) dominating z do
begin
let x’ be the sibling of z which has DDP(x’)
latest in the dominator ordering;
install x’ as the left-most sibling of z;
end;
Number the nodes of V by the preordering of the resulting oriented tree;
forx:= lton do
begin
SET(x) := {x};

FLAG(x) := FALSE;
BUCKET(x) := the empty set { };
end;
for := 1 to do add w to BUCKET(x);
forx:= lton do
begin
if x > 1 and DDP(x) x then
begin
z := the parent of x in DT;
FLAG(z) := TRUE;
NEXT(z) := x;

RENAME(FIND(z), z);
y := the parent of DDP(x) in DT;
D: if FLAG(y) and y z do
UNION(y, z);
u := FIND(DDP(x));
z do
begin

till u

FLAG(u) := TRUE;
UNION(u, z);
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u := FIND(NEXT(u));

end;
end;
comment Apply Corollary 6.1;
for all w BUCKET(x) do
if FLAG(w) then C2G(w, x) := NEXT(FIND(w))
else C2G(w, x):= w;
end;
end;

THEOREM 6.2. Algorithm D correctly computes C2(wl, xl),"
C2G(WI, Xl) in
time almost linear in m + l, where m
Proof (sketch). It is possible to establish that for all w e V after the xth iteration of
the main loop’
(1) NEXT(IDOM(w))= w for w s and w properly dominates x.
(2) The sets are just as in PV’(x), with h(w, x) the name of the set containing w.
(3) FLAG(w)= TRUE iff w is not contained in a x-avoiding cycle.
Then the correctness follows from Corollary 6.1.
We compute DT by the algorithm of [15] in time almost linear in m + I. The other
steps of Algorithm D may easily be shown to require a linear number of elementary and
disjoint set operations. Hence, by the results of [22], the total cost in elementary
operations is almost linear in m + l.

7. Computing DDP on reducible flow graphs. This section is concerned with the
function DDP required by Algorithm D to compute C2. Unfortunately, we know of no
algorithm which computes DDP efficiently for G nonreducible. We assume henceforth
that G is reducible, so by the results of Hecht and Ullman [9], all cycle edges of G are
A-cycle edges (they lead from nodes to ttteir proper dominators). Let ST’ be the
spanning tree derived from the depth first search spanning tree ST of G by reversing the
edge list. The nodes of G are numbered by a preordering of ST’.
LEMMA 7.1. If X > y and both x and y are unrelated in DT, then any path pfrom x to y
contains a dominator of x.
Proof. It is sufficient to assume that p is simple (acyclic). Let (u, v) be the first edge
through which p passes such that v_<-y < u. Observe that the only edges of G in
decreasing preorder are A-cycle edges, so (u, v) is an A-cycle edge and v dominates u.
We claim also that v dominates x. Suppose not, so there is a v-avoiding path p’ from the
root s to x. Composing p’ with the subsequence of p from x to u, we have a v-avoiding
path from s to u, which contradicts the fact that v dominates u. Hence, v dominates
x.
We now show that in the reducible flow graph G, DD paths have a very special
structure. Let p (x yo, ’, yk w) be a DD path from x to w passing through edges
e,..., e, where e (y-l, y,).
TmOREM 7.1. ek is an A-cycle edge and el,..., e_ are not.
Proof. Since p cannot contain any dominators of x other than w, y-i and x are
unrelated in DT. Assume e (y_, w) is not an A-cycle. Hence, x > w > yk_ and
applying Lemma 7.1, (x y0,"’, yk-) must contain a node z which is a proper
dominator of x, contradicting our assumption that p is DD.
Consider any e,. (yi-1, yi) for 1 <i < k. Since p is DD, yi does not dominate x.
Thus, there is a y-avoiding path pl from the root s to x. Also, let P2 be the subsequence
of p from x to yi-x. Composing pl and p2, we have a yi-avoiding path from the root s to
yi_a, which implies that yi-a is not dominated by y. Hence, none of el,’’’, et,-1 are
A-cycles.
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THEOREM 7.2. Let p be a DD path from x to w, where w properly dominates x and let
z be an immediate predecessor of x in G such that z, x are unrelated in DT. Then
p’= (z, x) p is a DD path avoiding all siblings of z in DT.
Proof. To show that p’ is DD we need only demonstrate that w properly dominates
z and p avoids z. Let p (x y0,
Yk w). Since z, x are unrelated in DT and w
from
distinct
dominates
is
w
z.
properly
x,
We claim that w properly dominates z in G. Suppose not, then there must be a
w- avoiding path pl from the root s to z. But Pl (z, x) is a w- avoiding path from the root
s to x, contradicting our assumption that w properly dominates x. Hence, w properly

,

dominates z.

,

Suppose p contains z, so z y for some 1 < < k. Then (z, x yl,
y z) is a
cycle in G and must contain an A-cycle edge. Since z, x are unrelated in DT, this implies
that for some j, 1 =<j -< i, (y._, Yi) is an A-cycle edge, contradicting Theorem 7.1. We
conclude that p avoids z.
Hence, p’ (z, x) p is DD.
Now suppose p conttins a node y dominated by z. Since x, z are unrelated in DT,
there must be a z-avoiding path p2 from the root s to x. Composing p2 and the portion of
p from x to y, we have a z-avoiding path from s to y, which is impossible. Hence,
p’= (z, x). p avoids all siblings of z in DT.
Let p be a DD path from x to w. Let the first edge (u, v) through which p passes,
such that u is dominated by x but v is not properly dominated by x, be called the first
jump edge of p.
THEOREM 7.3. Let x’ be a proper dominator of x. If either (1) v w dominates x’ or
(2) v w and IDOM(v) properly dominates x’, then there exists a DD path from x’ to w
with first lump edge e (u, v).
Proof. Let Pl be a simple path from x’ to x, Suppose pl contains some node z not
dominated by x’. Then the subsequence of pl from z to x must contain x’. But this
implies that x’ occurs twice in pl, which is impossible. Hence, all nodes in pl are
dominated by x’ and p2 pl"p is a DD path. Since x’ properly dominates x which
dominates u, x’ also dominates u. If either (1) or (2) hold, then v does not properly
dominate x’. Thus, the first jump edge of P2 is e (u, v).
ALGORITHM E.
INPUT A reducible flow graph G (V, E, s).

OUTPUT DDP.
begin
declare SET, FLAG, DDP, SIBLINGS to be arrays length n
procedure EXPLORE(x, w, e):
begin
comment there is a DD path from x to w
and e is the first jump edge of p;

Let e

(u, v);

or each y SIBLINGS(x) such that y, u are
unrelated in DT do
begin
delete y from SIBLINGS (x);
DDP(y) := w;
end;
if x s and not FLAG(x) then
begin
FLAG(x) := TRUE;
x’ := IDOM(x);

IV[;
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D: if FLAG(x’) then
UNION(x, FIND(x’));
if NOT x w then
begin
comment Apply Theorem 7.3;
if (v w dominates x’) OR (v w and
IDOM(v) properly dominates x’) then
L1. EXPLORE(x’, w, e);
comment Apply Theorem 7.2;
for all immediate predecessors z
of x in G such that x, z are unrelated
in DT do
L2. EXPLORE(z, w, (z, x));
end;

end;
end;

Compute DT, the dominator tree of G;
Compute ST, a depth-first spanning tree of G;
Let ST’ be derived from ST by reversing the edge list;
Number the nodes of V by preorder of ST’;
for allx:=ltondo
begin
SET(x) := {x};

FLAG(x) := FALSE;
DDP(x) := x;
SIBLINGS (x) := the siblings of x in DT;
end;
for w := 1 to n do
for all A-cycle edges (x, w) entering w do
L3. EXPLORE(x, w, (x, w));
end;
LEMMA 7.2. On each execution of EXPLORE(x, w, e), w dominates x and there is a
DD path from x to w with first ]ump edge e.
Proof (by structural induction). On each initial call to EXPLORE(x, w, e) at label
L3, e is a A-cycle edge (x, w) which is clearly a DD path. Suppose on any other call to
EXPLORE(x, w, e) there is a DD path from x to w with first jump edge e. By Theorems
7.3 and 7.2, the recursive calls to EXPLORE at L1 and L2, respectively, also satisfy this
lemma.
It is also easy to prove by structural induction that the following holds.
LEMMA 7.3. On each execution of EXPLORE(x, w, e), let y be a dominator of x
contained in the set named FIND(y). If y has not previously been visited then FLAG(y)
FALSE and FIND(y)=y; otherwise, FLAG(y)= TRUE and FIND(y) is the earliest
node y’ on the domination chain from the root s to y such that all nodes from y’ to y on this
chain have been previously visited.
Let p be a DD path from x to w with first jump edge e (u, v). For k > 1, the kth
jump edge of p is recursively defined to be the (k 1)th jump edge (if this is defined and
is not the last edge through which p passes) of the subsequence of p from v to w.
LEMMA 7.4. For each w, y V such that w properly dominates y, if there exists a
y-avoiding DD path p from IDOM(y) to w, then EXPLORE(IDOM(y), w, e) is
eventually called, where e (u, v) is the first jump edge of some such p.
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Proof (by induction on w). Suppose the lemma holds for all w’ < w. Since e (u, v)
is the first jump edge of p, IDOM(y) dominates u. If v w, then (u, v) is an A-cycle
edge so EXPLORE(u, w, (u, w)) is executed at label L3, and by a sequence of
recursive calls to EXPLORE at label L1, we finally have a call to
EXPLORE(IDOM(y), w, (u, v)). Otherwise, suppose the lemma holds for all p leading
to w such that p has less than k jump edges. If p has k jump edges, then by the second
induction hypothesis, EXPLORE(u, w, (u, v)) is called at label L2. Again, by a
sequence of recursive calls to EXPLORE at label L1, we eventually have a call to
EXPLORE(IDOM(y), w, (u, v)). [-I
THFOIZM 7.4. Algorithm E correctly computes DDP for G reducible, in time almost
linear in m I/1.
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm E follows from Lemmas 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. ST
and DT may be computed (if they have not been computed previously) by the methods
of [20], [15 in almost linear time. For each x e V, the total cost of all visits to x by
EXPLORE is IIDOM-I[x]I + ]indegree(x)l in elementary and disjoint set operations.
Hence, if we use a good implementation of disjoint set operations (analyzed by Tarjan
[22]), the total cost of Algorithm E is almost linear in m. [3
8. Niche flow graphs. Here we introduce a special class of flow graphs called niche
flow graphs which in certain cases simplify the algorithms given in 5 and 6 for
computing C1 and C2. As we shall demonstrate, the transformation of an arbitrary flow
graph to a niche flow graph can be done in almost linear time; furthermore, both
versions of code motion are improved by this transformation. Earnest [6] and Aho and
Ullman [2] describe a similar process, where special nodes are added to the flow graph
just above intervals.
Let G (V, E, s) be an arbitrary flow graph. For any w V-{s} with immediate
dominator IDOM(w) in G, if IDOM(w) is contained on no w-avoiding cycles then
IDOM(w) is called the niche node ofw. Intuitively, the niches nodes lie just above cycles
(relative to the dominator ordering of G) and hence are good nodes to move code into.
G is a niche ]tow graph if each node w V-{s}, with an entering A-cycle edge but no
entering B-cycle edge, has a niche node.
If G is not a niche flow graph, then a niche flow graph G’ may be derived from G by
testing for each w V-{s} whether w has an entering A-cycle edge and no entering
B-cycle edges. If so, then add a distinct, new node which is to be the niche of w in G’,
an edge from ff to w, and replace each noncycle edge (x, w) entering w with a new edge
(x, ). The resulting flow graph G’ has no more than n IV[ additional nodes and
edges. Since no B-cycle edges are added to G’, by Theorem 2, G’ is reducible if G was.
LF.MMA 8.1. If G is reducible and y V-{s} is contained in an IDOM(y)-avoiding
cycle q, then y has an entering A-cycle edge.
Proof. Let x be the immediate predecessor of y in q. Since G is reducible, q contains
a unique node z dominating all other nodes in q. But no proper dominator of y is
contained in q, so z y. Hence, y dominates x and (x, y) is an A-cycle edge. [3
Let the nodes of G be numbered as in 5 by a preordering of a depth-first search
spanning tree of G.
THEORZM 8.1. If G is a reducible niche flow graph, then for w n, n 1,
2 the
partition PV(w- 1) is derived from PV(w) by collapsing sets I(w)-{w} into w.
Proof. Recall that P V(w 1 is defined to be derived from P V(w by collapsing into
w each set z containing at least one element y J(w)-{w}. Suppose there is a set
z I(w) in PV(w) containing some y (J(w)-I(w))-{w}. Then, by definition of J(w),
y is contained on a w-avoiding cycle q and IDOM(y) I(w). But since z_ I(w), q avoids

_
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FIG. 3. Transformation of a flow graph G into a niche flow graph G’.

IDOM(y) and IDOM(y) is contained in a y-avoiding cycle q’. By Lemma 8.1, y has an
entering A-cycle edge. Since G is a niche flow graph, IDOM(y) is the niche of y. But this
is impossible since IDOM(y) is contained on a y-avoiding cycle q’.
The above theorem allows us to simplify Algorithm D, which was used to compute
C1 G, in the case G is a reducible niche flow graph. In particular, the statement labeled D
may be deleted from Algorithm D. Similarly, in this case the statement labeled D may
be deleted from Algorithm E.
THEOREM 8.2. if G is a reducible niche node and DDP(x)# x, then K(x)= those
nodes of the dominator chain from DDP(x) to IDOM(x).
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FIG. 4. The dominator tree of the flow graph G’.

Proof. Suppose there exists some x V such that DDP(x) properly dominates x
and IDOM(DDP(x)) is contained on a DDP(x )- avoiding cycle. Let p be the DDP path
from x to DDP(x) and let p’ be a simple path from DDP(x) to x. Composing p and p’, we
have a IDOM(DDP(x))-avoiding cycle containing DDP(x). Hence by Lemma 8.1,
DDP(x) has an entering A-cycle edge. Since G is a niche flow graph, IDOM(DDP(x)) is
the niche node of x. But by hypothesis, this niche node of DDP(x) is contained on a
DDP(x)-avoiding cycle, which is impossible. U
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FIG. 5. The dominator tree of the reverse of the flow graph G’.
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